
 

 

 

 

 

 

Primary 3 

Mrs Callan, Mrs Nicholas 

and Mr MacDonald 

August – October 2019 

Numeracy 

The class will focus on place value before 

moving onto addition and subtraction. Pupils 

will be revising writing, ordering and 

counting numbers up to 100 before moving 

onto numbers to 1000. Pupils will work to 

further develop their addition and 

subtraction skills within 20 before moving 

on to larger numbers. We will also be 

focussing on using ICT and the outdoors to 

consolidate our maths skills.  

  

Topic 

We will be discovering why Harvest time is 

so important and how it is celebrated in 

preparation for our very own Harvest 

assembly. We will be showing our 

understanding of values such as sharing, 

fairness and equality by organising a 

collection for Clydesdale Foodbank.  

Science 

This term Primary 3 will be investigating 

forces and will be working with magnets. 

 

 

 

Homework 
Homework will be issued on a Monday and is due 

back on the Friday. This is designed to give 

pupils the opportunity to consolidate their daily 

learning.  Activities will include: 

 Phonics and Common Words 

 Reading 

 Maths, using Easimaths/Big Maths 

 Research 

 Listening and Talking 

 

Literacy 

Children will continue to work on our spelling and 

phonics programme as well as daily writing tasks 

related to their reading books. Emphasis will be 

placed on reading with fluency and expression 

alongside answering oral and written 

comprehension questions. We will also 

concentrate on handwriting with a particular 

focus on using the correct number and letter 

formation. In writing, pupils will be encouraged 

to use a greater variety of adjectives, 

connectives and punctuation. 

 

ICT 

The pupils will use their glow account to 

access numeracy resources such as 

Easimaths. They will also be learning how to 

effectively and safely use the internet for 

research.  

 

Gym days are   

Tuesday (outdoors) and 

Friday (indoors) 

Health and Wellbeing 

The pupils have created a class charter which 

reflects the United Nations Convention on the 

Rights of the Child and the values of Lanark 

Primary School. They will also be learning more 

about 2 of our Health and Wellbeing indicators, 

Safe and Healthy. They will be learning about 

feelings and what they can do to stay safe and 

well.  

During indoor PE we will be working on fitness 

and ball handling skills. 

MUGA sessions will focus on games and team 

work.  


